York
Parkrun
Our volunteering roles
There are many possible roles at a parkrun, some behind the scenes,
some very prominent, and some in between the two. Week to week each
of York's three parkruns are coordinated by a small team who take care of the
various logistics, including communications, social media, filling the volunteer roster, and so on.
Sometimes this can turn into a large task so multiple people will often dip in to assist.
At the parkrun event itself there are wonderful people who set up the start and finish areas then
are done before 9am ready to have a run. We have people who welcome first time parkrunners
and explain the course to them, and this role has been wonderfully done by regular runners,
beginners, super fast people, children, and we've even had a volunteer do the briefing with sign
language.
Some parkrunners will volunteer to be an official pacer, maybe offering to get round in bang on
30 minutes. They'll often end up with a large group of other runners with them who are
determined to beat that time for the first time. For a lot of people running 5km in one go is
difficult, so we often have volunteers who will do a run-walk combination around the course, and
this has proven very popular. We also have a volunteer role called "Tail Walker". This person will
do the course with whoever is at the back, sometimes chatting and encouraging them,
sometimes just letting them get on with it in their own way. The tail walker will always finish dead
last so that no one else has to, and we know once they're through then we can start with the
results processing.
Not all of our volunteers are runners however, for example we have a lady who has done the role
of barcode scanning at York over 150 times yet has never run. This is so wonderful to us, as it
truly shows that everyone can get involved even if they don't want to run.
Why do you volunteer?
Many people get a great deal out of organisations like parkrun, as it can truly be life changing as
you meet such a wide variety of people with whom you have 5km in common. Sometimes they
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see volunteering as a way of giving back to the community they love so much. Sometimes a
parkrunner may be injured but they still want to be with their friends on a Saturday morning so
will come and volunteer. Sometimes someone simply doesn't like running, but they come to give
support, be with friends and loved ones, and just be a part of the community. Many people
choose not to volunteer at all, but they make up the community and are part of the experience
that everyone loves, so that's great too.
What have you gained from doing this?
So many friends. It's hard to remember a time when the majority of my friends list wasn't filled with
parkrunners. When you have this thing in common with so many people and you do it week in
week out then you are bound to form strong bonds with many of them.
Have you overcome barriers to volunteer?
We are frequently asked by first time volunteers to "give me something simple to start with
please". Some of our roles are a little more complex than others, but we give full training on the
morning of parkrun (which takes about a minute) and emphasise that it's going to be a great
morning. If a volunteer clicks a wrong button or scans a barcode in the wrong order then what
does it matter? We can fix problems with the results afterwards, and if someone's time ends up a
few seconds wrong then the next parkrun is never more than 7 days away anyway.
What would you say to someone who's thinking of getting into volunteers?
Do it! I've not heard of a single person who says they regretted it, and you're helping run the
community that so many people have come to rely on.
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